ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
With increased usage of network and computer-based multimedia applications, stringent requirements are demanded by the connections generated by these applications. This, when combined with frequently changing traffic profile in the course of the connections generated by such applications like VBR [1] , real bandwidth-on-demand from a QoS-enabled network, such as ATM, is required. Applications using VBR video in which instantaneous bit-rate varies widely with seen content and encoder's state. Moreover, the users of a software based multimedia application may want to resize a video window and consequently request a larger or smaller image resolution; fast-forward, rewind, or pause can be requested from a video server; or the user may suddenly start to browse an image database, etc. QoS-enabled networks are intended to provide support for such video and multimedia applications via VBR service class. Upon requesting to use such applications, the initial traffic profile representing these connections is defined through a set of traffic descriptors called UPC that includes peak-rate(λ p ), burstlength(bl) and sustained-rate(λ s ). The network admits a VBR connection based on its declared UPC. It is expected that the terminal device will comply with the declared UPC once the connection is established. The network may enforce the declared UPC using a leaky-bucket based network policing. A source complies with its UPC if it produces up to bl consecutive cells with inter-cell spacing of up to 1/λ p and, until the cell-counter is cleared, all the remaining cells arrive at inter-cell spacing of up to 1/λ s . Each time a cell is admitted the leaky bucket counter is incremented. The leaky-bucket counter is constantly decremented at the rate of λ s . Violating cells are usually marked by the policer and discarded at the switch node where it encounters congestion. To avoid cells being discarded, the source must regulate its traffic to fit to the initially declared UPC. This may be done at the source with a combination of a leaky-bucket traffic shaper, which mirrors the policing mechanism, and source rate control. Dynamic bandwidth renegotiations are becoming popular alternatives to this static scheme. In these techniques applications/encoders initiate renegotiation every time bandwidth requirements change. If the newly requested bandwidth is not fully granted, the sender keeps on invoking the follow-up renegotiations with some frequency. While these techniques have obvious performance improvements [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] over their static counterparts, they have inherent disadvantages. Invoking follow-up renegotiations too infrequently results in under-utilization of the network. While polling the network too often induces a huge overhead traffic and results in a decrease in the network throughput if the network is congested. Predicting an optimal rate for follow-up renegotiations is a hard problem.
BACKGROUND
In the literature, we find many proposed solutions to the problem of dynamic resource allocation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The authors of this work have proposed a renegotiation protocol based on network feedback mechanism [2, 3, 9] . We have reviewed and highlighted the shortcomings of the prominent strategies in our earlier work-thus, motivating our original work presented in [9] and we have studied the scalability of our solution in [2, 3] which showed that our approach is very promising. Now we study our scheme for reliability and show more experimentation for scalability and present the results of simulations conducted in this paper. In our approach the sender invokes a follow-up renegotiation only when the network signals it for the availability of some bandwidth.
In addition, the sender does not initiate a new renegotiation with new requirements if its previous request was not fully granted thus not unnecessarily increasing the overhead traffic. Yet any request to decrease the UPC requirements is renegotiated immediately. Thorough evaluation of the proposed scheme via extensive simulation experiments were conducted with results showing that the proposed method has significant performance benefits over its polling-based counterparts and it is scalable. Moreover, in this paper utilizing further simulation results we show that the proposed protocol is not only scalable but is it is reliable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III briefly describes our feedback-based approach. Implementation issues are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents experimental methodology and simulation results. Finally, Section VI gives some concluding remarks.
FEEDBACK BASED UPC RENEGOTIATION
We outline our Feedback Based Renegotiation scheme that relies on feedback from the network instead of polling the network continuously. The sender needs not necessarily initiate renegotiation if the UPC requirements change. It invokes renegotiation for more bandwidth only if the previous demand was not unfulfilled. On the other hand, any requests to decrease the UPC requirements are renegotiated immediately. Also, if the newly requested bandwidth is not granted, the sender does not disturb the network by invoking follow-up renegotiations. The network keeps track of the unfulfilled requests and informs the sender whenever some bandwidth is available.
We use Fig. 1 to describe our strategy. As some bandwidth is released on a link (e.g., on SW1-SW2 link in Fig. 1 ), the switch immediately before the link (e.g., SW1) informs all the senders who may potentially use this link (e.g., VBR31, VBR32, VBR41, VBR42, VBR51, VBR52, VBR61, VBR62), that some bandwidth is now available in the network. Senders of active connections that needed more bandwidth but were denied earlier can invoke renegotiation at this point (after a random wait to avoid simultaneous initiation of requests). Note that when some bandwidth is released on a VP, each switch on that VP will send feedback to all the potential senders. As the newly available bandwidth might not be on the VP on which the sender needs more bandwidth, as such this feedback results in huge rather useless traffic not only due to the delivery of feedback information to unconcerned senders but also due to the unsatisfiable renegotiation requests from these senders. We improve this by making the switch only advertise the availability of more bandwidth only to those senders which have active connections (VC's) via that link (for example VBR31 and VBR61 in Fig. 1 ). With this enhancement, the switch advertises only to those senders whose connections are bottlenecked at the next link. We maintain the bottleneck information by keeping a flag "NextLinkBottleneck" for every VC passing through a switch. Note that we flag a link as bottleneck for a connection only if the request for more bandwidth is not fully granted. Hence, this mechanism will give feedback only to those who are interested in getting more bandwidth; which is a plus point. During CAC as well as during re-negotiations, the flags are updated appropriately. On receiving feedback from the network, the senders wait for a random period of time before initiating follow-up renegotiations. This provides fairness and decreases the chance of simultaneous initiations. 
A. Algorithms for the Proposed

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Several implementations related issues are detailed here. These issues were faced during the simulation stage of this work.
Signaling: Whenever an application needs to renegotiate the bandwidth, it creates a Reneg-cell specifying its requested bandwidth. The cell travels through all the links on the VP and gathers information about the minimum available bandwidth in the forward direction. On the backward trip it reserves this amount on all links. Finally, it passes this information to the application. Also, the links which become the new bottleneck are flagged during this round-trip. The application then adjusts its bit-rate accordingly.
VBR UPC Parameters:
The simulator we have used for simulations uses a different set of UPC parameters which comprises of Peak bit-rate (P), Mean burst length(bl), and Mean interval between bursts (MIB). The difference is insignificant as one set can be derived from the other.
We calculate the Average bit-rate as follows: Average bit-rate = P * bl / MIB.
We use this Average bit-rate for renegotiations and bandwidth allocation.
Reneg-cell Format:
For our Reneg-cell, we adopt a format similar to that of the ABR's RM-cell with the following modifications. Here PTI is taken to be "111" which was unused previously. The data portion of the Reneg-cell contains three fields: Direction, RequestedBW and AllocatedBW. If Direction has the value "1", the cell is a forward going Reneg-cell. Otherwise it is a backward going Reneg-cell. The system specifies the amount of required bandwidth in RequestedBW field which remains unchanged throughout the round trip. The AllocatedBW field keeps track of minimum bandwidth (≥0) on the VP.
Feedback Reneg-cell:
A Feedback Reneg-cell is distinguished from a regular Reneg-cell by the contents of its AllocatedBW field which in case of Feedback contains a negative value.
Bandwidth Locking: On the forward direction of Reneg-cell, the switching elements lock the min{requested, available}amount of bandwidth. On its way back, when the bandwidth to be allocated is determined, each switch allocates the AllocatedBW amount of bandwidth from the locked bandwidth to this VC and releases the lock.
Wait and Go:
While the Bandwidth locking avoids the chance of allocating the same piece of bandwidth to different VC's. The adverse effect is that a request (forward Reneg-cell) normally locks more amount of bandwidth than what is actually allocated (because of the bottlenecks somewhere ahead), so the next request will see lesser amount of bandwidth which is not necessarily true. Therefore we introduce "wait and go" mechanism for the forward Reneg-cells as follows: if the amount of available bandwidth is less than the AllocatedBW and there is some bandwidth under lock (which could be released by a previous Reneg-cell on its backward journey) then the switch puts this cell on hold until either AllocatedBW amount of bandwidth becomes available or there is no more locked bandwidth. In case there is no more locked bandwidth, the Reneg-cell's AllocatedBW is reduced to whatever amount is available, and is locked under this cell and the cell proceeds.
Priority to Renegotiation Cells:
To better utilize the network resources, feedback cells are sent on priority basis. To implement that we divide the output queue into two sub queues at the scheduler of each switching element -one for priority cells and the other for regular data cells. The size of the output queue is considered to be the sum of the sizes of these two queues. The switch serves the prioritized queue first, before the data queue. If the output queue is reached to its limit, the scheduler will drop cells from the data queue before the prioritized queue.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
In this section, we detail the experimentation methodology that we adopted for this work. Both the traditional renegotiation algorithms and our feedback based renegotiation algorithm were incorporated into an off-the-shelve simulator that we will simply refer to as NIST in this paper. We needed to add some missing functionalities to the simulator. Specially, we converted the static CAC module to handle dynamic call admission and termination. Further, we modified the VBR application to change its UPC requirements over time.
So that we compare repeated renegotiation approach versus proposed network feedback mechanism, we conducted large number of experiments with varying follow-up rates, and at least two experiments with the proposed technique and studied the utilization/throughput of the network. Figure 2 shows one of the model networks used in the simulations. For scalability, we used a variation of network topologies. Table 1 shows a sample variation in UPC parameter requirements; these were changed for each run of the simulation. Note that the sample networks are kept congested since each source's average bit-rate is quite larger than the capacity of the links which is fixed as 50Mbps for all links in these experiments. The network configuration varied from simple network ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ) to more complex/campus like network (as shown in Fig. 4 where the internal network shown as cloud varied from simulation to simulation.) We can see in the simulation results (Fig. 3, from [3, 9] ) that the network remained under-utilized for low follow-up rate. For higher follow-up rates the renegotiation overhead is so much that it reduces the throughput drastically. On the other hand, the network throughput using the proposed feedback based technique is clearly better than the repeated follow-up scheme. Figure 5 and Fig.  6 show that the proposed scheme is highly scalable as the renegotiations overhead is relatively low and remain so under varying congestions for various network topologies. The networks studied varied from simple, to campus like, and finally complex wide area network configuration. Each of these networks we studied under varying network congestions (low demand, medium demand and high demand scenarios.) As expected, the renegotiation overhead varied but remained bounded with low unutilized bandwidth. We further studied the proposed scheme under several nodes failure scenarios (1-5, 6-10, and 11-15 nodes failing) for various network complexity setups (simple, campus like, and complex) with varying network loads ranging from low demand, medium demand and high demand. The results shows that the proposed scheme is stable with renegotiation overhead remaining bounded with low unutilized bandwidth. We notice that the overhead increases with node failures but the overall renegotiation overhead results are 8% total bandwidth in the worst case scenario. The unutilized bandwidth also remaining low for even the high demand loads on complex networks. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
We have previously introduced a feedback driven scheme for UPC parameter renegotiation. Several simulation experiments were conducted to evaluate the strategy. Results show that the proposed method has significant performance benefits over its polling-based counterparts. Additional simulations conducted under various network topologies and various load support and highlight that the protocol is scalable and reliable. Our future research goal is to study the merit of the protocol further investigated when feedback is delivered by a multicast instead of multiple unicasts. It is also of interest to extend this work to wireless networks. Finally, we would like to implement our scheme using campus-like large real network scenario. 
